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DAYS OF NOAH 
Jesus stated that when He returns a second time, the world will be in the same 
condition prior to Noah’s flood. Matthew 24:37-39 
Fallen angels copulated with human women before the flood to produce a hybrid race of 
angel/man for which there was no redemption. Genesis 6:1-4 
The wickedness of mankind was so great that people wallowed in evil imaginations. 
verse 5 
We are also informed the earth was corrupted. This refers to the animals and 
vegetation. verses 11-13 

A MAN OF GOD 
Enoch was the father of Methuselah and the great-grandfather of Noah. The Bible 
states that that he was a man of God and that he had a special relationship with the 
Lord. Genesis 5:21-29; Hebrews 11:5 
Enoch recorded his story and it became known as the Book of Enoch. He detailed why 
angels fell from heaven, the creation of a hybrid race which necessitated Noah’s flood to 
wipe out the evil and reset the earth, and was given amazing insights about the 
Messiah.  
Noah preserved the creation story that eventually became the beginning of the first 
Book of Moses (Genesis). He also preserved the writings of Enoch, and when Abraham 
was called by God to leave his father and walk to the Promised Land, he possessed 
these two documents.  
The Book of Enoch was read by Jews at the time of Jesus and these writings were used 
at the onset of the Christian church. I don’t know why Enoch’s writings were not made 
part of the Bible because he was quoted by Jesus and others in the Bible. 2 Peter 2:4-
5; Jude 6, 14-15 

THE FALLEN ANGELS 
What did Enoch know about the fallen angels? You can read the text for yourself 
online.1 In the sixth chapter of his first book, Enoch shares the following details: 

1. There was a group of 200 fallen angels under a leader named Semyaz. They 
saw the beauty of human women and decided to produce children through them. 

My personal understanding is that this group of 200 angels worked with Jesus in the 
creation of human beings prior to Lucifer’s rebellion and they were familiar with the 

 
1 https://tinyurl.com/48f3eatu 
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engineering of the human body. Using this knowledge, they made some kind of a 
physical body which enabled them to procreate with human women. 

2. Semyaz did not trust the other fallen angels and made them swear an oath which 
bound them together before they started the project. 

This type of oath with a curse is also the same kind practiced by Satanists, witches, 
Baal worshipers, Freemasons, Mormons, etc. This should not come as a surprise since 
the apostle Paul tells us that fallen angels seduce and teach doctrine. 1 Timothy 4:1 

3. They descended upon Mount Hermon in modern day Syria and used this 
mountain as their headquarters. 

This begins to shed light upon the origin of Baal worship. Fallen angels enticed people 
into idol worship after Noah’s flood and Mount Hermon became the focal point in the 
Middle East for pagan altars and human sacrifice.  
Compare this with the mythical Greek gods on Mount Olympus led by Zeus, who was 
known for his enormous sexual appetite of women. In Rome, he was known as “Jupiter” 
and the Vikings called him “Thor.” 
The Aztec empire worshiped a cluster of demon gods. Humans were sacrificed at the 
top of tall pyramid temples and their throbbing hearts were offered to the sun. 
The Olympic Games is a revival of the old Zeus worship. The fire is lit on Mount 
Olympus by female priests and carried by torch to the Olympic altar. There is song and 
dance at the opening and closing of the games in honor of the Greek gods.  
Roman Emperor Theodosius abolished the game in A.D. 393 because of its ties to 
demon worship and they were reintroduced to the world in 1894.  

4. The two-hundred fallen angels were divided into groups of ten and each group 
had a leader. Enoch provided the names of each of subleader. 

5. Each of the fallen angels impregnated a woman. The resulting babies grew to a 
height of 300 cubits (450 ft.) and consumed so much food that they were hated 
by those who were forced to feed them. These giants in wrath began to kill and 
eat humans. They also ate birds, mammals, amphibians, reptiles, and fish and 
drank blood. 

6. One of the fallen angels taught humanity how to mine for ore, melt it, and extract 
different metals. He also showed mankind how to fashion swords, knives, shields 
and breastplates.  

Other fallen angels taught humanity incantations; cutting of roots for potions, astrology 
and how to deceive people. 

7. The fallen angels not only educated people in technology to make war, but also 
in occult practices and releasing demonic power on the earth. 

8. The fallen angels introduced the technology of writing with ink and papyrus and 
on clay tablets. This was used to write down false doctrine and preserve the 
incantations and ceremonies taught by them. 
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9. Women were shown how to murder a baby in the womb and extract the dead 
body.  

It is devastating to learn that abortion is as old as the beginning of mankind. Is it any 
wonder the feminist movement is so militant? These women are driven by powerful 
satanic princes who have been killing babies for the last 6,000 years. Modern 
technology has only increased their lust for killing babies. 

10. The fallen angels introduced flagellation to mankind. Today it is known as 
“Sadomasochism,” where pleasure is derived from causing or receiving pain 
through bondage and being dominated. 

You can read more about the Days of Noah in the referenced message.2 

THE MESSIAH 
Enoch also provided wonderful insights about the Messiah. When reading through the 
four gospel accounts in the New Testament, Jesus is repeatedly referred to as the “Son 
of man.” This title is also found in the Old Testament, but Enoch was the first one to use 
it. 

“At that hour, that Son of man was given a name, in the presence of the Lord of 
the Spirits, the Before Time, even before the creation of the sun and the moon, 
before the creation of the stars, he was given a name in the presence of the Lord 
of Spirits. He will become the light of the gentiles and he will become the hope of 
those who are sick in their hearts. All those who dwell upon the earth shall fall and 
worship before him; they shall glorify, bless, and sing the name of the Lord of 
Spirits. For this purpose he became the Chosen One; he was concealed in the 
presence of the Lord of the Spirits prior to the creation of the world, and for 
eternity.” 1 Enoch 48:1-5 

Luke quoted part of that passage. Luke 2:32 
The apostle John had the same understanding. John 1:1-10 
Even the apostle Paul said much the same. Philippians 2:5-11 

THE WORLD IN 2024 
Molecular cloning, also known as DNA cloning, was developed during the years 1971-
1973. I am quoting the following information from the National Library of Medicine: 

“Embryo splitting is one of the newest developed methods in reproductive 
biotechnology. In this method, after splitting embryos in 2-, 4-, and even 8-cell 
stages, every single blastomere can be developed separately, but the embryos are 
genetically identical. Embryo splitting, as an approach in reproductive cloning, is 
extensively employed in reproductive medicine studies, such as investigating 

 
2 https://eaec.org/sermons/2015/RLJ-1516.pdf 
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human diseases, treating sterility, embryo donation, and gene therapy. In the 
present study, cloning in mammalians and cloning approaches are briefly 
reviewed. In addition, embryo splitting and the methods commonly used in embryo 
splitting and recent achievements in this field, as well as the applications of 
embryo splitting into livestock species, primate animals, and humans, are outlined. 
Finally, a perspective of embryo splitting is provided as the conclusion.” 3 

For a number of years, corporations have worked to genetically change plants, animals, 
fish, and insects. Few give a lot of thought about eating seedless grapes, watermelon, 
and oranges. They don’t have seeds because they are genetically modified.  
A number of health-oriented people flock to stores that sell organic fruits and vegetables 
and the processed foods have labels that specify they are not made from genetically 
modified organisms (GMO). 
Just like there was a technology transfer in the days of Noah, there was another transfer 
in 1947 when Satan allowed one of his spaceships to crash land near Roswell, New 
Mexico.4 In a relatively short amount of time, the Luciferian technology transfer 
accelerated mankind’s knowledge to produce transistors, semiconductors, microchips, 
fiber optics, lasers, super tenacity fibers, etc., which resulted in the development of 
computing. This in turn led to the creation of the Internet and today the whole world is 
connected through the World Wide Web. The 1947 Luciferian transfer facilitated an 
evolutionary jump that saw humanity take gigantic leaps forward.  
During the last 75 years, there have also been numerous UFO sightings, cattle 
mutilations, and tales of men and women being abducted by UFOs. 
We are truly living in the time Jesus described as the days of Noah. Matthew 24:37-39    
 
Remember, it’s not so important how you begin your life after salvation, but how 

you finish it! 

 

Do you have an ear to hear with? 

 
3 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8651392/ 
4 www.eaec.org/newsletters/2004/NL2004Nov-Dec.htm 
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